OPALE TOILET CUBICLE, 10 mm

Supply and layout of toilet partitions of the company SUFFIXE (70190 Rioz, phone : 03 84 91 24
70).

Dimensions :
In function of the architect drawings

In general :


Doors, bearing wall and frontage mullion are created in 10 mm of solid grade laminate. It
owns a soft completion. The panels are guaranteed to the humid atmosphere and have a
fire classification (M2). The panels corner are bowed and polished.



Cubicle height 1800 mm + minimum floor clearance 200 mm



Following Suffixe grade laminate color chart, 20 colors are available

Technical description :


The bearing wall are freestanding in one part until a depth of 1,6m.



The mullion are from the frontage bowed (in the bottom part). It avoid the big corner.



The assembly parts (stirrup and angle bracket)are in stainless steel, gray varnished RAL
7040. It is fixed on the wall thanks to 4 angle bracket. The frontage mullion are gathered on
the bearing wall thanks to 4 angle bracket.



The mullions and the bearing wall are linked thanks by a mullion fitting to a girder and an
aluminum frieze (which is covered of 100% polyester resin, oven-baked). It is in gray

varnished RAL7040.It is an exclusive assembly which do not need any support to be
handled until 4,8m (mean 6 cubicle maximum). Above 6 cubicle, a support is needed.


The adjustable feet are in glass fiber nylon. The feet is in varnished tube 50 x 50 mm. The
colors is also gray RAL 7040.



The fastenings are in stainless steel, with a specialized fingerprint system. (anti-theft
system). It is invisible from the frontage. (option)



The cubicle contains also a pivoting bolt in gray nylon (RAL 7040). A free/busy red and
white indicator is added.



1 door indicator, in gray RAL 7040



A gray (RAL 7040 ) multifunctional split hinge is provided. 2 split hinge per doors. It is
manufactured in fiberglass nylon.

Options / accessories:


A shower partition + bench (¼ rounded of rectangular).



Shower panels with pipework. Colors in function of Suffixe grade laminate color chart.



Pictogram can be written (men, women, people with reduced mobility toilet...)



Stainless steel double hook (gray, RAL 7040)



toilet sheet of paper distributor, also in nylon RAL 7040 or in stainless steel with a lock.



Lift bar destined for disabled people, in gray nylon RAL 7040



Soap dish in gray nylon RAL 7040

OPALE TOILET CUBICLE, 13 mm
Supply and layout of toilet partitions of the company SUFFIXE (70190 Rioz, phone : 03 84 91 24
70).

Dimensions :
In function of the architect drawings

In general :


Doors, bearing wall and frontage mullion are created in 13 mm of solid grade laminate. It
owns a soft completion. The panels are guaranteed to the humid atmosphere and have a
fire classification (M2). The panels corner are bowed and polished.



Cubicle height 1800 mm + minimum floor clearance 200 mm



Following Suffixe grade laminate color chart, 20 colors are available

Technical description :


The bearing wall are freestanding in one part until a depth of 1,6m.



The mullion are from the frontage bowed (in the bottom part). It avoid the big corner.



The assembly parts (stirrup and angle bracket)are in stainless steel, gray varnished RAL
7040. It is fixed on the wall thanks to 4 angle bracket. The frontage mullion are gathered on
the bearing wall thanks to 4 angle bracket.



The mullions and the bearing wall are linked thanks by a mullion fitting to a girder and an
aluminum frieze (which is covered of 100% polyester resin, oven-baked). It is in gray
varnished RAL7040.It is an exclusive assembly which do not need any support to be
handled until 4,8m (mean 6 cubicle maximum). Above 6 cubicle, a support is needed.



The adjustable feet are in glass fiber nylon. The feet is in varnished tube 50 x 50 mm. The
colors is also gray RAL 7040.



The fastenings are in stainless steel, with a specialized fingerprint system. (anti-theft
system). It is invisible from the frontage. (option)



The cubicle contains also a pivoting bolt in gray nylon (RAL 7040). A free/busy red and

white indicator is added.


1 door indicator, in gray RAL 7040



A gray (RAL 7040 ) multifunctional split hinge is provided. 2 split hinge per doors. It is
manufactured in fiberglass nylon.

Options / accessories:


A shower partition + bench (¼ rounded of rectangular).



Shower panels with pipework. Colors in function of Suffixe grade laminate color chart.



Pictogram can be written (men, women, people with reduced mobility toilet...)



Stainless steel double hook (gray, RAL 7040)



toilet sheet of paper distributor, also in nylon RAL 7040 or in stainless steel with a lock.



Lift bar destined for disabled people, in gray nylon RAL 7040



Soap dish in gray nylon RAL 7040

